OFFICE MEMORANDUM (2)
Imphal, the 14th June, 2014

No. B/120/ A/73-MC (Vol.-IV): Some of the nursing staff in RIMS Hospital have begun an illegal cease work strike from 12th June, 2014. A communication bearing no. 4/4/2014-RNAL dated 13-06-2014 with a list of nursing staff received from the RIMS Nurses Association Lamphelpat (RNAL) has claimed that the nursing staff listed therein with claimed to be signatures are participants of the strike being staged by the members of the Association. It is apparent from the list that many of the names are written with same handwriting. The list of the nursing staff is marked as ‘Annexure’ and appended to this office memorandum.

All concerned nursing personnel are advised to check and verify if RNAL has used their name wrongly against their consent or wishes or through coercion and report to the undersigned if their names have been wrongly used. Simultaneously, these nursing staff are required to intimate individually to the undersigned as to whether they are participating in the said illegal strike or attending to their assigned duties. The said intimation duly signed by the individual indicating their place of posting should be submitted on or before 16th June, 2014. Failure to submit the above information is liable to attract disciplinary action.

(Prof. S. Sekharjit Singh)
Director,
Regional Institute of Medical Sciences,
Imphal

Copy to:
1. The Medical Supdt., RIMS Hospital, Imphal.
2. The Nursing Supdt., RIMS Hospital, Imphal with a request to bring the contents of the above OM to the notice to the concerned subordinate staffs.
3. The System Administrator, RIMS, Imphal – for uploading to RIMS website.
4. Persons concerned.
5. All Notice Boards.
121 - K. Ambale S/N M.S.W. 6/19
122 - N. Zombi S/N M.S.W. 6/18
123 - A. Jogita S/N M.S.W. 6/12
124 - W. Kamalam S/N M.S.W. 6/11
125 - O. Bemaki S/N F.E.W.
126 - M. Holle S/N Y
127 - N. Panjali S/N P.0.0
128 - A. Rupa S/N P.0.0
129 - N. Nota S/N M.M.W. IV, III
130 - S. Banu Jheli S.N. I call
131 - B. Kamalam S/N M.E.N
132 - Ch. Sunder S/N M.E.N
133 - K. Jina S.N. II
134 - A. Panjali S.N. I
135 - N. Limba S.N.
136 - P. N. Manka S.N.
137 - V. Avi S.N.
138 - L. Khande S.N. E.R.
139 - P. Sudhoni S.N.
140 - S. Balu S.N. E.R.
141 - D. Panjali S.
142 - N. Ketki S.N. R.M.
143 - P. Rama S.N.
144 - N. Nira S.N.
145 - K. Goknila S.N.
146 - S. Panjali S.N.
147 - A. Jhini S.N.
148 - V. Avi S.N.
1. W. Sawahadi
3. Keinicheung / Puch ENT Word.
2. Kauraba
4. Namkrida
5. Kh. Sonu

N. Themoowzhe run psy word.

M. Bessula Esh
H. Bablei chanu
Kh. Mouk Dhio
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